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About This Content

Attention all Seaside Valley bus drivers! Do you want to upgrade your fleet – preferably with brand-new buses? Have you been
eagerly anticipating new MAN models? Then this is the perfect expansion pack for you!

This Bus Simulator 18 DLC includes three new buses licensed from MAN!
The 39-foot MAN Lion’s City A21 awaits with two doors.

The MAN Lion’s City A47 is 34 feet long and is one of the shortest of the Lion’s City series buses.

Plus, you can look forward to the articulated MAN Lion’s City A23. This modern, 59-foot, three-axle bus holds around 140
passengers, who can board and alight it quickly and easily through one of four doors. This results in efficient and fast entry and
exit. It also ensures that, even during peak times, most passengers will find a seat on your comfortable bus, while it transports

them to their destination on time.
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The Bus Simulator 18 expansion pack requires the main game.

Features:

Three faithfully reproduced, officially licensed MAN City bus models

MAN Lion’s City A21: rigid, 39 feet, 2 axles, 2 doors

MAN Lion’s City A23: articulated, 59 feet, 3 axles, 4 doors

MAN Lion’s City A47: rigid, 34 feet, 2 axles, 2 doors
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Title: Bus Simulator 18 - MAN Bus Pack 1
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
stillalive studios
Publisher:
astragon Entertainment
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system / Windows 7/8/10 64-Bit

Processor: Intel Core i3 with 3.3 GHz or AMD Phenom II X4 with 3.2 GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 (1GB VRAM) or AMD Radeon R7 360 (2GB VRAM) or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 6500 MB available space

English,French,German,Czech,Japanese,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Turkish,Korean
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I'm thumbing this up because it's in early access. But I have a few minor issues with it. Watch here: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=7ZlKPq1vDCI&feature=youtu.be. All of your Atelier waifus or husbando are here in this
game.. How should I describe Mystic Towers? Maybe old style RPG game is close enough with some exceptions. You can't
name your character or decide how your character looks or select skills but feel of game is something what you can get from
usual RPG games. I should also say that this is not my type game at all (I got it from 3D Realms Anthology bundle) but I can
understand why somebody can enjoy this game. It's challenging and well made for its' time and\u00b4of course it gives very
nostalgic vibes.. This game is too hype for words.

Play it.

Slice your friends in half.. A well-written, alternate-history visual novel about a young man learning some hard truths about
himself and the Empire he serves. World-building is on-point!. Have to rework scenario Holiday Arrow to end at Hoboken.
Arrow lll trains cannot transfer from the Morristown Line to the NEC to Ny Penn without a transformer change due to the
different voltages. All Arrow lll's end at Hoboken on Morristown Line. The ones on the NEC have different transformer
voltages. I still like the model although I will find other errors.. How To Lose Your Friends With Only 5 Buttons Simulator. I
loved all the DROD puzzle games, but this is a single puzzle spread over multiple levels and hours of play where your first
attempts will likely end in unwinnable states requiring a complete restart. Playing correctly requires foreknowlege of the levels.
For someone who hates repetition, this is a crime against game design.. Great quest with very interesting storyline, very good
puzzles and great atmosphere. 100% recommendation for lovers of good old games.. For it's cost is a really nice experience.

Bad:
1st) It lacks cursing and flaf like carnage did.
2nd) Very few vehicle categories.
3rd) You can not choose your weapons.

Good:
1st) A lot of fun.
2nd) It is competitive.
3rd) Low cost.
4th) It worth spending my time.

Conclusion: I wish there was a multiplayer addition and more weapon\/car choises.
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Great game for a 4-year old :-). This game is a short blast of fun.
Smashing Stores is epic especially when activating multipliers.
Abilities is a plus when destroying the mall.

but after unlocking all abilities, the game stops to offer anything more.
It lacks content, different mall structures and some challenges

people running around without clue to the point the run toward your car to die.
Controlling is bad, so add controller support is a plus.
performance is bad as my laptop with gtx 1060 crank to max, but game is still playable.
the mouse doesn't move across the whole screen, which make selecting stuff in the menus hard

overall, this game is suitable to challenge a friend to a high score

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=kM54xSpAz5w

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Sj3cybJciyQ
. nice car smoke
. Fun little game that only requires you press your left mouse button to change the blocks direction and not crash. Timing is
critical to prevent you from crashing which ends your game.

Worth $1 but not worth the $2 regular price imo, But it on sale if you are going to buy it - then it's not terrible for the money.
Don't expect to be playing this game countless hours, it gets really boring really fast.

Recommended for $1 or less.

Not recommended at more than $1. I stumbled upon this little gem of a point-and-click adventure while trawling through the
New Releases, and was compelled to pick it up based off the fact it was created by a solo developer with honest to goodness
love and care - these days a rarity on Steam.
The simple cartoon graphics are charming and expressive, and the game's late night atmosphere is pleasant and relaxing, in spite
of some pretty harrowing things happening along the player's path.
The sounds and music aren't memorable, and are few and far between, but the little gibberish noises characters communicate
with are a nice touch. There is no dialogue or language of any kind outside of main menu and a couple of tutorial popups. This
is both, the game's strength and weakness, as sometimes an item or an environmental object wouldn't look like anything
instantly recognizable.

The puzzle complexity is fairly easy throughout, but never lowers to the level of insulting ones intelligence. And while some
problems are solved through moon logic, the game is nice enough to provide a generous smattering of visual clues for guidance.

The game took me about two hours to complete, and there was no point in re-playing it, unless to get a couple of optional
achievements I missed the first time around.

Midnight Quest is a charming little point and click adventure that is definitely worth the price of admission.. Well.. A some sort
good adventure.
Basically , the whole adventure is only 2 long and HARD riddles (50% of the game or more).
Everything else is just EASY!

I was NOT so fond of the game. But it has some fun time.
Still it misses the voices sounds. Like the VERY first adventures.

For time killing is Good. Still those 2 riddles will be very tiresome with NO reason.
The game uses the modern phylosophy of adventures in cases and confuses you.
You can grab things from the environment BUT to use them sometimes it needs
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you to really have a plan or understand what you're doing. And even if you DO
know in some case you have to have a clue in the game to show it, else the
riddle is locked and SO on the progress...

There was a time that I examined a thing in a previous chapter and I needed
to do it again in a next one to unlock the riddle. Really tiresome with NO reason!

Some good points.
There is a chhoice in the menu about the subtitles so they end with a click and
you MISS nothing.
Another one that I liked is the achievements. They DON'T cover ONLY the progress
of the game but still the funny points that you may see or NOT according to your
decisions in the play. So, keep your saves in case you need to replay to see
what you have lost , because that's way you play adventures.. FUNNY PLAY!!!

Anyway.. For the experience and the hard ADVENTURERS, the "Masochistic" Ones.... Restoration is an Anime styled RPG
games which plays and feels like older RPG games such as Pokemon.

The gameplay is very smooth and fluid with a very easy to use control scheme, character movement is done via the directional
keys and you interect with NPC's and objects using the enter key. The game feels like more nostalic older RPG styled games
such as pokemon and the layout and gameplay is very similar, random battle encounters take place seemingly randomly as you
are walking through different areas of the game such as woodlands.
The battle screen is laid out like most other RPG games and utilises turn based combat where each person takes it in turns to
select an attack style and then carry out their attack, the battles continue untill either combatant(s) have reached 0 HP.

The game features a very nice soundtrack throughout which I was impressed by, during normal gameplay when you are traveling
between areas the soundtrack is quite tranquil and relexing. Once a battle begins however the soundtrack takes a turn into a
more agressive and upbeat tone which I really loved. The soundtrack really does add to the game overall especially during battle
scenes. The limited voice acting that is featured within the game mainly in battle scenes is good however it is very limited so you
ofter find that the same line of dislogue is always repeated.

The grapics are very minimal which I actually like with this style of game, the game has such a rich story that it does not need to
be overshadowed by over the top graphics and animations instead favouring simple art work and simple yet smooth character
animations. The character animations once in a battle are a little bit more advanced than those in regular gameplay with
different movements and animations depending on which attack style you chose to use within the fight.

Overall I think this is a very fun, quirky game and I would reccomend that you give it a shot, especially at such a cheap price
you really have nothing to loose, the developer clearly has a very creative mind and I look forward to seeing what they produce
next.

Although this game may only apeal to a niche market it should not be overlooked by the general consumer, defiently give it a
shot and you may find a new style of game that you love! People who miss the old style RPG's like pokemon are sure to love
this game too as it really does give off that nostalgic feel.

Overall I would rate this game a 7/10

. Since 4 years in Early Access.

Slow progress and never get ended.

Nice game, but not for 15\u20ac.. good music Frank Klepacki did a wonderful job it's good that this comes free with the
gamebut if you are buying it be aware it only has 10 sound tracks which is quite suprising becasue there is 3 times as much
music in the game
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